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The force-extension behavior of single modular biomacromolecules is known to exhibit a
characteristic repeating pattern of a nonlinear rise in force with imposed displacement to
a peak, followed by a significant force drop upon reaching the peak. This “saw-tooth”
pattern is a result of stretch-induced unfolding of modules along the molecular chain and
is speculated to play a governing role in the function of biological materials and struc-
tures. In this paper, constitutive models for the large strain deformation of networks of
modular macromolecules are developed building directly from statistical mechanics
based models of the single molecule force-extension behavior. The proposed two-
dimensional network model has applicability to biological membrane skeletons and the
three-dimensional network model emulates cytoskeletal networks, natural fibers, and soft
biological tissues. Simulations of the uniaxial and multiaxial stress-strain behavior of
these networks illustrate the macroscopic membrane and solid stretching conditions
which activate unfolding in these microstructures. The models simultaneously track the
evolution in underlying microstructural features with different macroscopic stretching
conditions, including the evolution in molecular orientation and the forces acting on the
constituent molecular chains and junctions. The effect of network pretension on the
stress-strain behavior and the macroscopic stress and strain conditions which trigger
unfolding are presented. The implications of the predicted stress-strain behaviors on a
variety of biological materials are discussed. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2345442�

Keywords: protein unfolding, biological membranes, protein networks, cytoskeleton
networks, mechanical properties, constitutive model
Introduction
Numerous biomacromolecules, most notably proteins, have a
ulti-domain architecture composed of folded modules �each

ypically a few nm in size� covalently linked to form a modular
acromolecular chain �1� �Fig. 1�. Each folded domain may ex-

ibit a variety of noncovalent interactions. Unfolding of domains
an be triggered by different sources including temperature,
hemical denaturants, nonphysiological solvent, pH conditions,
nd mechanical loading conditions. Single molecule force-
xtension tests, utilizing atomic force microscopy as well as opti-
al tweezers, have quantified the mechanically induced unfolding
f folded domains. The force versus extension behavior exhibits a
saw-tooth” profile, so named due to the characteristic repeating
attern of a nonlinear rise in force to a peak, followed by a force
rop after each peak �e.g., �2–4��. The nonlinear force versus ex-
ension behavior corresponds to molecular chain extension and a
oncomitant decrease in configurational entropy. When a critical
orce or energy condition is reached within a folded domain, un-
olding of that domain is initiated leading to an increase in con-
gurational entropy and a distinct drop in load. This phenomenon
epeats itself as each domain along the chain unfolds. Many pro-
ein molecules have been shown to exhibit this behavior includ-
ng, for example, the muscle protein titin �2�; the extracelluar

atrix protein tenascin �3�; the red blood cell cytoskeleton protein
pectrin �5�; and lustrin A, the protein of the nacre matrix of
balone shells �6�. Refolding of modules has been observed to
ccur upon removal of the applied load, the extent of which de-
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pends on the recovery time after being unloaded �1,5�, but does
not occur if the chain is extended by at least 42% of its contour
length �7�.

The mechanical response of modular macromolecules and as-
semblies is particularly important in systems where they are the
primary structural element. For example, titin stiffness and exten-
sibility are contributors to the passive elasticity of muscle �8�; the
spectrin network is responsible for shear stiffness and the resilient
elasticity of the red blood cell membrane �e.g., �9��; the protein
matrix of nacre is critical to the toughening mechanisms of this
biocomposite �6,10,11�; and the stiffness combined with large ex-
tension and remarkable toughness of spider silk are enabled by its
underlying networked protein molecular architecture �12�. In the
membrane and solid states, these molecules are known to be in a
state of pretension �13�; the role of pretension together with po-
tential unfolding during physiological loading conditions is not
well understood. A theoretical foundation that describes the be-
havior of biological membranes and solids composed of modular
polymers enables the development of a fundamental understand-
ing of structure-mechanical property relationships of natural ma-
terials, soft tissues, and cells.

In this paper, single modular macromolecular chains are incor-
porated into physiological multi-chain assemblies to enable the
simulation of larger-scale mechanical behavior of biological sys-
tems. Starting at the single macromolecule level, the freely jointed
chain �FJC� and worm-like-chain �WLC� models are employed to
represent the entropic elasticity of the individual polymer chains.
An Eyring model is then used to capture the rate dependency of
the unfolding force during single molecule extension. This single
macromolecule nanomechanical behavior is integrated into one-,
two-, and three-dimensional macromolecular assemblies, includ-
ing: �1� a multi-macromolecular “strand,” �2� an initially isotropic,
surface network of molecules representing protein-rich mem-

branes such as the spectrin network of red blood cells; and �3� an
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nitially isotropic, three-dimensional network which serves to
odel protein-rich networks and solids such as portions of the

ytoskeletal network of cells and the entangled and/or cross-
inked macromolecular structure of natural fibers and soft tissues.
onstitutive models for the large stretch macroscopic stress versus

train behavior are formulated and used to predict general multi-
xial loading conditions. The effects of pretension on the stress-
train behavior and the strains needed to induce unfolding are
emonstrated using the model.

Model Development

2.1 Single Molecule

2.1.1 Structural Features. The representative macromolecule
s modeled using both the FJC �14,15� and WLC �16–18� approxi-

ations. All formulations are presented using the FJC model; par-
llel formulations utilizing the WLC model are detailed in Appen-
ix A. The conventional FJC structural representation consists of

Kuhn segments or “rigid links,” each of length l, for a total
hain contour length of L=Nl. For the modular polymer, the chain
tructure is further described to possess m folded domains each
ontaining q Kuhn segments. When folded, a domain is taken to
e one Kuhn segment; upon unfolding, a domain lengthens and
dds �q−1� segments to the total contour length of the chain.
hus, the chain contour length becomes a structural state variable

hat is updated after an unfolding event.

2.1.2 Force-Extension Behavior. The FJC model is based on a
tatistical survey of possible configurations, thus entropy, of a
acromolecular chain during stretching. As the molecule is

tretched, the number of configurations which can accommodate
he extended chain end-to-end distance decrease, thus giving a
ecrease in configurational entropy, �Sc. The FJC model deter-
ines the strain energy, uc, during chain extension to be −T�Sc,

r:

uc = kBTN� r

L
� + ln

�

sinh �
� �1�

here kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is absolute temperature, r is
he chain end-to-end distance, and L���=coth �−1/� defines the
angevin function and �=L−1�r /L� is the inverse Langevin func-

ion. The inverse Langevin function � characterizes the alignment

ig. 1 „a… Schematic of a single modular polymer chain wher
ected by unfolded regions. „b… A representative folded modul
4 repeat domain which exhibits a three-helix bundle †1‡.
f Kuhn segments towards the stretch direction and the corre-

10 / Vol. 128, OCTOBER 2006
sponding reduction in entropy as r approaches L. The axial force
versus extension relationship is obtained via fc=duc /dr, giving:

fc =
NkBT

L
� �2�

2.1.3 Unfolding Criterion. Unfolding is introduced to the
single macromolecule model by specifying a criterion to trigger
unfolding of a module whereupon the molecule structural param-
eters including the number of folds, m, the effective number of
rigid links, N, and the contour length �through L=Nl� are updated.
Here, following Rief et al. �2�, an Eyring model �19,20� is em-
ployed to capture the rate dependence of unfolding. The frequency
of unfolding,2 �u, is thus given as:

�u = �u0exp�−
�Gu − fcxu

kBT
� = �uexp� fcxu

kBT
� �3�

where �u0 is an attempt frequency parameter for unfolding and is
lumped into �u through �u=�u0exp�−�Gu /kBT�. The energy bar-
rier, �G, is determined by factors such as the type, number, place-
ment, and orientation of noncovalent intramodule bonds, as well
as environmental/solvent interactions. When the global extension
force, fc, is applied to the chain ends, �G is reduced by f*xu,
where xu is the width of the activation barrier and f* is the local
internal force state acting on the folded module. As demonstrated
in molecular dynamics �MD� simulations �21,22�, the unfolding
process is a complex sequence of local events. Whether unfolding
occurs due to normal or shear separation of bonds, or some com-
bination thereof, is not clear and will depend upon the internal
bond structure of a particular fold. Therefore, describing a rela-
tionship between the global extension force acting on the mol-
ecule �fc� and the features of the local force state �as represented
by f*� is not straightforward. For simplicity, f* is taken to be equal
to fc. The material parameters �u and xu are fit to unfolding force
data taken at different extension rates. The net frequency of un-
folding of a module along a chain during a time period of �t is
thus:

2Note that refolding events could easily be included by the addition of the fre-
quency of “backwards” events term, i.e., the frequency of refolding. In this paper, we
focus on monotonic loading and thus the probability of refolding events is negligible

he black rectangles represent folded modules which are con-
ere, structure of an individual Drosophilia �-spectrin segment
e t
e; h
and is thus neglected.
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p = mt�u�t �4�

here mt is the current number of folded domains along the chain
t time t. The implementation of the unfolding criterion is pro-
ided in Appendix B.

2.2 Modular Macromolecular Assemblies. Models for as-
emblies of modular polymers are presented below, including one-
imensional, two-dimensional, and three-dimensional structures.

2.2.1 Multi-Molecule Strands. Here, a multi-molecule
strand” is defined as an assembly of non-interacting macromol-
cules extended in one direction simultaneously. We consider the
imple case of a strand consisting of k molecules with different
nitial contour lengths, but otherwise identical nanomechanical be-
avior arranged in parallel. The total force, F, required to stretch
he strand is simply the summation of the axial force contribution
rom each molecule:

F = kBT�
i=1

k
Ni

Li
�i �5�

here the subscript i denotes the ith molecule and �i=L−1�r /Li�.
he probability of unfolding is monitored for each constituent
acromolecule during stretching and the contour length of the

orresponding molecule is updated after an unfolding event.

2.2.2 Membrane Networks. Membranes composed of protein
etworks can be modeled as two-dimensional networks where the
mposed stretch and the stress state lie in the surface of the mem-
rane. One example is the network of spectrin proteins which
erve as the membrane skeleton of red blood cells �23,24�. Here, a
andom network is modeled utilizing an idealized “four-chain”
etwork �Fig. 2�a�� whereby four chains emanate from a central
unction of an initially square patch with each chain extending to
ne corner of the square; the edges of the square are taken to lie
ormal to the principal directions of stretch. This network ideali-
ation is a two-dimensional equivalent to the three-dimensional
ight-chain model of a random network �25�. The four-chain net-
ork model captures the essential features of a random network in

n “average” sense whereby the network chains stretch and rotate
o accommodate the imposed macroscopic deformation. The ini-
ial end-to-end length of a constituent chain, r0, is obtained from
lectron micrograph images3. As shown in Fig. 2�b�, the network
s subjected to principal stretches within the plane, �1 and �2,
hich result in a stretched constituent chain length of r=�cr0,
here �c= �I1�2D� /2�1/2 is the chain stretch and I1�2D�=�1

2+�2
2. Fur-

hermore, in cell membranes, we note that the surface area is
ypically preserved during stretching due to the two-dimensional
onstraint of the fluid-like lipid bilayer which is connected to the
embrane skeleton �see, for example, �9,26–28��. The surface

rea constraint is mathematically expressed as �1�2=1. The strain
nergy of the RVE subjected to a membrane stretch is simply the
um of the strain energy in the four constituent chains due to their
hange in entropy:

U = 4kBTN��cr0

L
�c + ln� �c

sinh �c
� − c	 �6�

here �c=L−1�r /L�=L−1��cr0 /L�, c is the contribution from the
nitial entropy prior to external loading, c=r0�c0 /L
ln��c0 / sinh �c0�, and �c0=L−1�r0 /L�. The strain energy per unit

nitial surface area is Ũ=U / �4a2�. Recognizing that the chain den-
ity �number of chains per unit initial surface area� is �=4/ �4a2�,

3Alternatively, following random walk statistics, ro can be taken to be r0=
Nl
hen the network formation is a random process; this is the common assumption in

ubber elasticity. The non-zero initial length of r0 prescribes a pretension in the
etwork chains; the pretension is balanced by equal and opposite intermolecular
nteractions as in rubbery solids; or by interactions with the lipid bilayer, other
olecules and/or the cytosol.

ournal of Engineering Materials and Technology
the strain energy per unit initial surface area is then:

Ũ = �kBTN��cr0

L
�c + ln� �c

sinh �c
� − c	 �7�

This strain energy function is a higher-order function of I1�2D�

=�1
2+�2

2 as seen upon expansion of the inverse Langevin function.
Including only the first-order terms �useful for small to modest
deformations� recovers the two-dimensional neo-Hookean model
�utilized by Skalak et al. �26� and Evans and Hochmuth �28� in
their early models of the red blood cell membrane as well as
recently by Dao et al. �29��. Mills et al. �30� have used a phenom-
enological higher-order I1�2D� model to capture the large deforma-
tions of cell membranes. Thus, higher-order I1�2D� models are phe-
nomenological equivalents to molecularly based non-Gaussian
statistical mechanics models �as also shown in Arruda and Boyce
�25� and Boyce and Arruda �31� for three-dimensional networks�.
Unfolding of chains within the membrane network is captured
using Eq. �7� together with the unfolding criteria; N and L are then
updated when an unfolding event occurs, thus updating the struc-
tural state of the network and its corresponding strain energy
function.

For a general membrane deformation described by the mem-
brane deformation gradient F2D=�x /�X and the membrane left
Cauchy Green tensor B2D=F2DF2D

T , the Cauchy membrane stress
is found by proper differentiation of U �see Appendix C� and is

Fig. 2 Schematic of a two-dimensional network: „a… The four-
chain network, „b… the four-chain network after deformation
given by:

OCTOBER 2006, Vol. 128 / 511
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�̃ = �kBT
r0N

2�cL
�cB2D + h̃I2D �8�

here I2D is the 2D identity tensor, �c=
tr�B2D� /2, and h̃ is the
dditional equibiaxial stress �due to the constant surface area con-
traint I2�2D�=det�B2D�= ��1�2�2=1� obtained by satisfying equi-
ibrium through the traction boundary conditions. Note that here
e define Cauchy membrane stress to be the product of the
auchy stress and the membrane thickness.
The effects of distributed aspects of the network microstructure

an be examined by taking the four-chain network to be consti-
uted of two sets of chains of different initial contour length but
dentical initial end-to-end distance �referring to Fig. 2�a�, chains

and A� are taken to have initial contour length LA; chains B and
� have initial contour length LB�. The strain energy density ex-
ression becomes:

Ũ =
�kBT

2 �
i=A,B

Ni��cr0

Li
�ci + ln� �ci

sinh �ci
�	 − c �9�

ith corresponding Cauchy stress:

�̃ =
�kBT

2 �
i=A,B

r0Ni

2�cLi
�ciB2D + h̃I2D �10�

here the subscript i represents the parameters associated with the
th molecule �i=A ,B� and �ci=L−1�r /Li�=L−1��cr0 /Li�. Note that
his arrangement of chains in the four-chain network representa-
ion retains isotropic material behavior since the network is al-
ays aligned in principal stretch space. The chains with the

horter initial contour length will unfold at a smaller stretch than
hose with the longer initial contour length which enables a first
tudy of the distributed nature of unfolding of macromolecules on
he stress-strain behavior of a network.

2.2.3 Three-Dimensional Networks. In order to study biologi-
al solids constituted of modular macromolecules, a three-
imensional network model is necessary. Here, we pursue a net-
ork modeling protocol based on rubber elasticity theory and
egin with the eight-chain network model �25,32,33�. The eight-
hain network approximates a three-dimensional randomly ori-
nted macromolecular network as a network consisting of eight
hains in a cube; each chain emanates from the center of the cube
o a corner of the cube �Fig. 3�a�� and the edges of the cube are
ligned with the principal stretches. Upon deformation, the mac-
omolecular chains stretch and rotate towards the maximum prin-
ipal stretch axis�es� to accommodate the imposed macroscopic
eformation, thus emulating the essential physics of a more com-
lex random network. From Fig. 3�b�, the chain stretch ratio �c is

c=r /r0=
I1 /3, where �1, �2, and �3 are the three principal
tretches, and I1=�1

2+�2
2+�3

2. The force on each chain is obtained
sing FJC statistical mechanics together with the unfolding crite-
ion. Taking the deformation to be incompressible �note this can
e extended to cover the case of compressible materials by inclu-
ion of pressure-volume contributions to the strain energy �see, for
xample, �31,34���, the strain energy density is given by:

Ū = �kBTN��cr0

L
�c + ln

�c

sinh �c
− c	 �11�

here � is the number of macromolecular chains per unit refer-
nce volume, or chain density, �c=L−1�r /L�=L−1��cr0 /L�, c is
he contribution of initial entropy of a macromolecule, and c

1/3N�c0+ln��c0 / sinh �c0�, and �c0=L−1�r0 /L�. Furthermore,
ach chain will unfold when the unfolding criterion is satisfied
hich in turn updates the material parameters N and L.
A general multiaxial deformation can be described by the de-

ormation gradient F=�x /�X, where x represents the current po-
ition and X represents the reference position, and the left Cauchy

T
reen tensor is given by B=FF . The Cauchy stress tensor is:

12 / Vol. 128, OCTOBER 2006
� = �kBT
r0N

3�cL
�cB − p*I �12�

where I is the 3D diagonal identity tensor, p* is the additional
pressure �due to volume conservation constraint�, and �c

=
tr�B� /3.
A distribution in initial contour lengths can be examined within

the context of the eight-chain network by considering those chains
on the same diagonal to possess the same initial contour length
but one which differs from those on other diagonals �referring to
Fig. 3�a�, we take the four initial contour lengths of LA for chains
A and A�, LB for B and B�, LC for C and C�, and LD for D and D��
giving the strain energy density function:

Ū =
�kBT

4 �
i=A,B,C,D

Ni��cr0

Li
�ci + ln

�ci

sinh �ci
	 − c �13�

and Cauchy stress:

� =
�kBT

4 � r0Ni

3�cLi
�ciB − p*I �14�

Fig. 3 Schematic of the three-dimensional eight-chain net-
work: „a… The eight-chain network; „b… The eight-chain network
after deformation
i=A,B,C,D

Transactions of the ASME
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Results

3.1 Single Modular Macromolecule. Figure 4 compares the
JC model predictions of force versus extension to experimental
ata reported in the literature for single molecule native spectrin
2�. The model parameters were obtained by fitting to the experi-
ental data of Rief et al. �5� and are given in Table 1. The model

aptures the overall force versus extension behavior as well as the
orce at which unfolding occurs for this spectrin. Similar agree-
ent was obtained using the WLC model �see Appendix A for a

irect comparison of WLC to FJC for the case of membrane de-
ormation�. The Fig. 4 inset shows the dependence of the spectrin
nfolding force on extension rate, where the force needed to ini-
iate unfolding increases with increasing extension rate.

3.2 Multi-Molecule Strands. Figure 5 shows the simulation
esults for the normalized force versus extension behavior for
on-interacting molecular strands composed of 5 and 20 mol-
cules compared to single molecule behavior. The total force val-
es were normalized by the number of molecules in the strand.
he initial contour lengths of constituent chains were taken to
ave a small distribution of 174. ±26. nm. The force-extension
ehavior of strands containing multiple molecules shows numer-
us peaks with smaller peak values and smaller force drops after
ach peak than the single molecule behavior. The rather small
istribution in initial contour length thus results in a plateau-like
orce behavior with increasing numbers of molecules in contrast
o the discrete saw-tooth profile of the single molecule behavior.
his indicates that small variations in assemblies of modular mol-

Table 1 Modular chain structure and properties

Model parameters
Spectrin,

single molecule

Spectrin,
networked

heterodimer
molecule

WLC FJC FJC

Persistence length, s, �WLC� or
tatistical segment length �FJC�, l �nm�

0.8 1.6 5.13

Initial contour length �nm�, L0
197. 174. 180

Increase in contour length due
to unfolding, �L �nm�

32.0 28.8 28.8

Activation barrier width, xu �nm� 1.7 1.7 1.7
���10−6 s−1� 6.0 6.0 6.0

ig. 4 FJC model compared to experiment: Spectrin force ver-
us extension behavior; simulation uses a single valued en-
rgy barrier; experimental data from Rief et al. †2‡, the inset
hows the dependence of unfolding force on extension rate
ournal of Engineering Materials and Technology
ecules can provide a plateau region in force-extension behavior.
The plateau may be a mechanism for controlling load transfer
within a biological structure and/or enabling larger scale deforma-
tion and structural rearrangements under relatively constant force
conditions.

3.3 Macromolecular Membrane Network Model. The
stress-stretch behavior of a membrane is simulated under condi-
tions of uniaxial tension and simple shear. The material properties
used in the simulation are listed in Table 1. The initial chain
end-to-end distance between cross-link sites was taken to be r0
=75 nm �23,35� and is representative of the distance between
cross-links in the spectrin skeletal network. Due to the geometry
of the network, the chain density � is calculated to be
3.6�1014� m−2. The initial contour length is taken to be nominally
180 nm based on micrographs of spread membranes which depict
fully extended chains in the spectrin network �Liu et al. �24��; L0
is observed to be distributed over a range from approximately
150–210 nm. The Kuhn length was then chosen to be 5.13 nm to
best fit the observed shear modulus ��0.6–1.0�105� N/m �9�� of
the spectrin network4. Unfolding is triggered using Eq. �4�.

Figure 6�a� shows the simulated rate-dependent uniaxial stress-
stretch behavior for the case of a uniform network �L0 of all
chains being 180 nm�. As shown, a decrease in strain rate is ob-
served to result in a decrease in the strain at which first unfolding
occurs, and thus a decrease in the unfolding stress and the mag-
nitude of the stress drop upon unfolding. At the lowest strain rate
shown �0.01/s�, the unfolding stresses and corresponding drops
are barely noticeable and, indeed, a stress-stretch behavior more
characteristic of a traditional compliant rubber-like behavior is
observed with a softening response that is somewhat hidden when
observing monotonic stretching. The peak nominal stress is also
seen to be relatively constant. A distribution in the initial contour
length acts to smooth and flatten out the curves, decreasing the
sharpness of the stress peaks and the magnitude of the stress
drops. This suggests that a distributed network microstructure pro-
vides a plateau in the nominal stress-strain behavior of a network
due to the multitude of unfolding events, each occurring at
slightly different stretches.

4The Kuhn length for the networked spectrin is approximately the length of a
folded domain, whereas that used in fits of the single molecule tests is approximately
the residue length; we speculate this difference to be due to the heterodimer structure
of the networked spectrin as well as due to the preparation of single molecules for

Fig. 5 Force versus extension curves from simulations of
stretching multimolecule. The force is reported as force per
unit molecule.
testing.

OCTOBER 2006, Vol. 128 / 513
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Figure 6�b� shows the evolution in the chain stretch ratio and
he molecular orientation during tension. Here, the average mo-
ecular chain angle is defined as the angle between the axial
tretch direction and the chain direction of �vector connecting the
wo ends of a chain in the network�. The chain angle decreases
ith increasing sample stretch, capturing the evolution in molecu-

ar network orientation with stretch �i.e., the chains align towards
he principal stretch direction�.

Simple shear results are presented in Fig. 6�c� in terms of the
embrane shear stress versus tan �. Figure 6�d� shows the corre-

ponding evolutions in the chain stretch ratio and the molecular
hain orientations �chain angles� during simple shear. In Fig. 6�d�,
he first principal direction is expressed in terms of the angle
etween the first principal direction and the horizontal �1-
irection�; the angles of chains B and A are the angles between the
hain and the horizontal direction �1-direction�. The chains are
ound to stretch and orient towards the first principal stretch di-
ection with increasing shear angle where the first principal direc-
ion, in turn, aligns towards the horizontal direction as the shear
ngle � increases.

3.4 Macromolecular Solid Network Model. The three-
imensional behavior of a solid composed of a modular macro-
olecular network is illustrated for two loading conditions:

niaxial tension and equi-biaxial tension. The same single mol-
cule material properties used for the spectrin planar network

Fig. 6 „a… Uniaxial tensile nominal stress versus stre
brane, where the distributed network behavior is als
stretch ratio and chain angle with macroscopic stretc
lution of chain stretch ratio and chain angles with tan
ere adopted to simulate the stress-stretch behavior of the solid.

14 / Vol. 128, OCTOBER 2006
The chain density is calculated from the 3D network arrangement
with r0=75 nm. Figure 7�a� shows the uniaxial tension stress-
stretch behavior when the network chains are assigned identical
initial contour length �dotted line� and when a distribution in ini-
tial contour length is considered. The uniform network stress-
stretch behavior is found to exhibit a similar saw-tooth pattern as
the single molecule and membrane behavior. For the distributed
network, the stress and stretch at first unfolding are significantly
lower and the stress-stretch curve exhibits a smoother character. In
equi-biaxial tension �Fig. 7�c��, due to extension in two directions,
the chain stretch is �c=
�2�2+�−4� /3, and is larger than the chain
stretch in uniaxial tension at any given specimen stretch. There-
fore, unfolding occurs at a smaller stretch ratio.

The evolutions in the chain stretch ratio and molecular orienta-
tion �chain angle� during deformation are shown for uniaxial ten-
sion �Fig. 7�b�� and equi-biaxial tension �Fig. 7�d��. The model
captures the behavior of the chains stretching and rotating towards
the macroscopic principal stretch direction�s� forming an oriented
molecular network structure with imposed stretch.

3.5 Network Pre-tension. Note that a non-zero initial end-to-
end distance r0 provides a pretension in the network. Pretension
�also referred to as prestress� in various cell structural components
is thought to play a significant role in the mechanics of the cell
�13�. The constitutive model formulation developed here naturally

behavior of a uniform and distributed network mem-
hown at different strain rates; „b… Evolution in chain
; „c… Membrane shear stress-tan � behavior; „d… Evo-
tch
o s
h �
includes pretension. The effect of pretension is modeled by speci-
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ying the initial end-to-end distances �r0� of the chains in the
etwork, where r0 gives the initial extended �tensioned� state of
ach chain. A larger r0 coincides with larger pretension. Any
hanges in r0 also correspond to changes in the initial chain den-
ity for a given network and an increase in r0 necessarily corre-
ponds to a decrease in areal chain density �. Figure 8 depicts the
odel prediction of the effects of pretension on the uniaxial nomi-

al stress-stretch behavior of a three-dimensional network. Preten-
ion is seen to alter the stress-strain behavior in two significant
ays. First, pretension acts to increase the initial modulus of the
embrane for the realistic range in pretensions examined here.
lthough pretension acts to reduce the chain areal density which,
y itself, would decrease the initial modulus through the modulus
roportionality to �kT, this reduction is offset by the chain preex-
ension which takes the chains into the high tangent stiffness re-
ime of their force-extension curve and thus provides the pre-
icted overall increase in modulus with increase in pretension.
econd, an increase in pretension is found to dramatically de-
rease the macroscopic stress level and the stretch level required
o initiate unfolding and produce the stress plateau region. Fur-
hermore, the stress plateau region becomes smoother with in-
reasing prestress. The effects of pretension on the initial stiffness,
he stress and stretch of unfolding, and the plateau will have sig-
ificant impact on the deformation characteristics during cell
unctioning, governing the cells ability to deform. In particular,

Fig. 7 Eight-chain network model results for: „a… unia
evolution in chain stretch ratio and chain angle with
axial tension nominal stress versus stretch behavior;
macroscopic stretch during equibiaxial tension
xial tension nominal stress versus stretch behavior; „b…
macroscopic stretch during uniaxial tension; „c… equibi-
„d… evolution in chain stretch ratio and chain angle with
nfolding eliminates the dramatic stiffening behavior and enables

ournal of Engineering Materials and Technology
Fig. 8 Effect of pretension on the uniaxial stress-stretch be-
havior of a three-dimensional network „at the strain rate of

0.1/s for the distributed network…
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he cell to accommodate large deformations under relatively low
nd controlled stress levels. One example is the plateau behavior
roviding a plastic hinge-like behavior to the overall cell bending
nd folding deformations required for the travel of the red blood
ell through the circulatory system.

Conclusion
Constitutive models for the force-extension behavior of multi-
olecule strands of modular macromolecules and the finite defor-
ation multi-axial stress-stretch behavior of membranes and sol-

ds containing modular macromolecules have been presented. The
onstitutive model results for strands of multiple molecules dem-
nstrate that a relatively modest distribution in chain structure
moothes out the saw-tooth character of the single molecule force-
xtension behavior giving a plateau region in the force-extension
urve. The plateau corresponds to simultaneous and competing
hain stretching and module unfolding events taking place in the
ifferent constituent molecular chains. The membrane formulation
s considered a two-dimensional network of modular macromol-
cules. The model specifically accounts for the single molecule
orce-extension behavior, the initial end-to-end distance of chain
egments �the pretension�, and the cross-link density; these struc-
ural features are all directly measurable quantities. Here, a four-
hain network representation of a random surface network was
resented; more specific network geometries can also be simu-
ated where, for example, Arslan and Boyce �36� have presented a
ontinuum mechanics constitutive model of triangulated surface
etworks. The proposed constitutive model was then used to
imulate uniaxial and simple shear loading of a representative
embrane, demonstrating how single molecule behavior trans-

ates into membrane behavior and thus revealing the membrane
oading conditions which trigger stretch-induced unfolding. While
he model provides the multiaxial stress-stretch behavior of the

embrane, it also retains intimate details of the underlying net-
ork structure and its evolution with loading including the stretch

nd force on the constituent molecules, the forces acting on the
ross-link sites, the orientation of the molecules and the links
ithin the molecules, as well as the number of folded and un-

olded modules along the chain. The same approach was utilized
n formally constructing a constitutive model for three-
imensional networks, again building from the single molecule
orce-extension behavior together with network structure and al-
owing the same level of structural detail and evolution to be
aptured and monitored. This framework enables parametric study
f the influence of microstructural features on the stress-stretch
ehavior. As an illustration, the effects of pretension on the stress-
tretch behavior were shown, revealing the strong effects on the
nitial modulus as well as on the stress and stretch levels required
o induce unfolding. The rate effects on the stress-stretch behavior
f the networks due to the rate dependence of unfolding are also
aptured by the model. Additional rate effects such as those due to
iscoelastic phenomena arising from intermolecular interactions
s well as those due to fluid flow are not included in the model,
ut can be included following established nonlinear viscoelastic
odeling approaches �e.g., �37–40��. The proposed constitutive
odels for the membrane and the solid are a starting point for

nderstanding the role of modular protein mechanical behavior in
ssues of cell mechanics as well as in issues of protein-rich bio-
ogical materials which may act as load transfer and/or dissipative
gents in biological composite structures and fibers.
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Appendix A: Worm-Like Chain Equations
The mechanical behavior of biomolecules has also been suc-

cessfully modeled using the WLC model. The WLC model origi-
nates from the Kratky-Porod chain model �16,17�. The WLC
model, as approximated by Marko and Siggia �18�, gives the
stored energy during axial stretch to be:

u =
kBT

A
L�1

2
� r

L
�2

+
1

4�1 − r/L�
−

1

4
� r

L
�	

where r is the end-to-end distance, A is the persistence length.
Below we provide the constitutive model equations using WLC as
the molecule behavior for the single molecule, multi-molecule
strand, membrane network, and three-dimensional network mod-
els.

Single Molecule Force-Extension:

fc =
kBT

A
� r

L
+

1

4�1 − r/L�2 −
1

4
�

Multi-Molecule Strand Force-Extension:

F =
kBT

A �
i=1

k � r

Li
+

1

4�1 − r/Li�2 −
1

4
�

Membrane Four-Chain Network Model Strain energy density
function:

Ũ = �kbTN�1

2
��cr0

L
�2

+
1

4�1 − �cr0/L�
−

�cr0

4L
− c	

Membrane Cauchy stress:

�̃ = �kBT
r0N

2�cL
��cr0

L
+

1

4�1 − �cr0/L�2 −
1

4
	B2D + h̃I2D

Three-dimensional Eight-Chain Network Model strain energy
density:

Ū = �kBTN�1

2
��cr0

L
�2

+
1

4�1 − �cr0/L�
−

�cr0

4L
− c	

Eight-Chain Network Model Cauchy stress:

� = �kBT
r0

3�c

N

L
��cr0

L
+

1

4�1 − �cr0/L�2 −
1

4
	B − p*I

Figure 9 shows the comparison between the FJC model and WLC
model for the case of simple tension of a membrane; FJC and
WLC models give similar results for the membrane behavior.

Appendix B: Model Procedure for Force Extension
With Unfolding

The probability of unfolding is evaluated at each increment in
extension and accumulated with time until reaching a critical
value; the steps are summarized here:

1. Initialize the probability of unfolding: dp�0�=0.0,
2. Apply an increment in extension; compute the force us-

ing either the FJC or WLC model,
3. Compute the unfolding frequency, �u, using Eq. �3�. De-

termine the probability of unfolding for the time up to
this increment: dp�t�=mt�u�t+dp�t−1�, where �t is time
increment and mt is the number of folded domains.

4. �a� If dp�t�	 pcr, unfolding occurs. The contour length of
the protein is increased by ql, where q is the number of
Kuhn segments in a folded module and l is the length of
a Kuhn segment. Set dp�t�=0.0. Go to step 2.

�b� If dp�t�
 pcr, unfolding does not occur. Go to step 2.
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ppendix C: Formulation of Stress-Strain Relationship
rom Strain Energy Density Function
Formulation of the stress-strain behavior follows that of Qi and

oyce �41�. From the second law of thermodynamics, the Clau-
ius Duhem inequality for an isothermal process can be written as:

1

2
S • Ċ − Ū

˙
� 0 �C1�

s expressed in terms of the work conjugate second Piola Kirch-
off stress S=det�F�F−1�FT−1 and the right Cauchy Green tensor

=FTF · Ū is the strain energy density function, and in the pro-
osed model, is defined to be a function of I1 and the state vari-
ble of the number of persistent segments along the chain, N

Ū = Ū�I1,N� �C2�
rom Eq. �C2�,

Ū
˙

=
�Ū

�I1

�I1

�C
• Ċ +

�Ū

�N
Ṅ �C3�

nequality �C1� gives

�1

2
S −

�Ū

�I1

�I1

�C
� • Ċ −

�Ū

�N
Ṅ � 0 �C4�

or an arbitrary deformation,

S = 2
�Ū

�I1

�I1

�C
�C5a�

nd

−
�Ū

�N
Ṅ � 0 �C5b�

or an incompressible material, Eq. �C5a� gives the second Piola

irchhoff stress, S=2 �Ū
�I1

�I1

�C − pC−1. Thus, the Cauchy stress is �

2�Ū� �I1B− p*I. Inequality �C5b� shows unfolding a module is
dissipative process; analogous arguments would hold for refold-

ng but are not addressed in this paper.
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